
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Patterns 
PatternsPatternsPatternsPatterns    

    

Do you remember when you were in primary school and you had to identify the pattern and 

continue adding the different shapes to the line�  

 

e�g�             �� 

Back then the patterns were obvious right� � circle� � triangle� � circles� � triangles� obviously 

the next shapes in the pattern must be ! circles and then ! triangles and so on� 

 

Numbers also have patterns� when you are counting in �’s you are adding an extra � to your 

previous number each time$ � % & ' �(� 

      �)�     %)�    &)�    ')�        etc� 

What happens when you start counting in �’s from a different number� instead of ��  

E�g� ! )� , - )� , . )� , / )� , �� and so on� 

 

 Conjectures and Theories 

 

Recognising the pattern is the first step� Then you need to be able to put it into words�  

A conjecture or theory is a statement about what you believe is happening in the pattern� For 

the example above� our conjecture is that you add � to the previous term�  

 

Take a look at the Fibonacci sequence$ 

�6 �6 �6 !6 -6 '6 �!6 ��6 !%6  --�� And so on�  

 

Can you see the pattern� You are not counting in �’s here� Here the conjecture or theory is that 

the previous term is added to term before that term� Can you see it� � ) nothing is �6 � plus � is 

�6 � plus � is !6 ! plus � is - and so it goes on�  

 

 



There are a couple of common types of patterns that you should be able to recognise�  

 

The first is the linear pattern : the counting in something pattern� You keep adding ;or 

subtracting : counting backwards< to ;from< a certain number� You add or subtract the same 

number every time� Examples are$ 

 !6 .6 ��6 �-6 �/ �etc ;adding % every time< 

 %6 �(6 �&6 ��6 �' �etc ;adding & every time< 

 /�6 ''6 '-6 '�6 ./ �etc ;subtracting ! every time<  

 

The second is the geometric pattern� This occurs when you multiply each preceding term by the 

same number� You are not counting in threes any more� but rather adding to the exponents� 

Some examples are$ 

 �6 !6 /6 �.6 �%!6 � �'.6  �etc ;multiplying by ! every time< 

 !(6 !�6 !�6 !!6 !%6 !-�   ;adding � to the exponent each time< 

 

You can also “go backwards” in a geometric pattern� Instead of multiplying you divide by the 

same number every time ;or you multiply by a fraction ;remember to turn the fraction 
�

�
 upAside 

down → 
�

�
 and then times<<� An example is$ 

!�6 �&6 '6 %6 �6 �6 
�

�
 and so on ;You are dividing by � or 

multiplying by 
�

�
< 

 

You must also be able to recognise other mathematical patterns : like the Fibonacci sequence�  

 

Activity � 

 

�� Look at the following and determine what is happening in the pattern� write down the 

next three numbers in the pattern and then write down your conjecture� 

 a< !-6 %�6 %.6 -!6 etc� 

 b< %'6 �%6 ��6 &6 etc� 

 c< ��6 �!6 %6 A-6 etc� 

 d< �6 %6 '6 �%6 etc� 



 e< %6 ��6 !&6 �('6 etc�� 

 f< �(�6 ���6 �%�6 �&�6 etc� 

 g< �6 %6 /6 �&6 etc� 

 h< 15
�

�
6 15

�

�
6 14

	

�
6 14; etc� 

 i< !6 &6 ��6 �'6 etc� 

 j< �6 '6 �.6 &%6 etc� 

 

�� Look at the questions in �< and determine whether the pattern was linear� geometric or 

other�  

 

Finding Formulas 

 

In grade �( you only have to find the formula for a linear ;where you add or subtract the same 

thing every time<� The easiest way to explain it is to use an example� You have a pattern like  

this$ -6 '6 ��6 �%� and so on� 

What do you add ;or subtract< to get to the next term� )!�  

What do you need to add ;or subtract< to three to get to - ;your first term<� � 

    

     Term position  

Your formula in general terms is$ T , dn )b  what do you need to add C subtract 

    Term  difference ;added or subtracted every time<  

nnnn or term positionterm positionterm positionterm position is the place where the term lies in the pattern or sequence of numbers� in  

our example - is in the first position� so n will equal �� 

T T T T or term term term term is how much that position is worth� in our example the term is - in position �� ' in 

position � and so on� 

d d d d or    difference difference difference difference is the number that you add or subtract to get to the next term in the pattern� In 

the above example the difference would be )!�  

b b b b or what you needwhat you needwhat you needwhat you need  is what you add to dn’s answer to get to that terms value� In our example� 

when n,� then T ,- and d , !� so ! x � , !� What do you need to add or subtract from ! to 

get to -� The answer is �� this means that b , ��  

 



Let’s do another two examples$ 

�&6 �!6 �(6 .6 and so on�  A�6 !6 '6 �!6 and so on� 

  

Remember T , dn )b    Remember T , dn )b 

What is the common difference� A!   What is the common difference� )- 

And then we need to solve for b   And then we need to solve for b 

So$ �& , A! ;�< )b    So$ A� , -;�< )b 

term difference  position of term   term difference position of term 

 �& , A! )b      A� , - )b 

 �/ , b       A. , b 

Your formula is therefore T , A!n )�/  Your formula is therefore T, -n : .  

 

You can use your formula to find two things$ the value of the term or the term’s position in the 

sequence� For the first you are looking for T and the second you are looking for n� Simply 

substitute the values that you have and solve for the other value : just like a linear equation� 

Let’s do two examples to help you$ 

Given the pattern$ .6 -6 !6 � Given the pattern$   �('6   �/-6   �'�6    �&/ 

Determine the ��th term�    Determine the position if the term value is �&�  

First find the formula$     First find the formula$ 

So$ T , dn )b     So$ T, dn )b 

 ., A�;�< )b      �(' , A�!;�< )b 

 / , b       ��� , b 

So the formula is T, A�n )/    So the formula is T, A�!n )��� 

Now we are looking for T so we substitute  We are looking for n so we substitute the �& 

the �� in the place of n�    in the place of T� 

So$ T, A�;��< )/     So$ �& , A�!n )��� 

And now we solve$     And now we solve$ 

 T, A�% )/      �& A��� , A�!n  

 T, A�-       A�/- , A�!n 

Thus we have found T     �- , n 

Thus we have found n ;remember n can 

never be negative< 



Activity � 

 

�� Determine the formula for each of the following patterns$ 

 a< !6 .6 ��6 �-6 and so on� 

 b< -6 ��6 �.6 �!6 and so on� 

 c< �-6 ��6 A�6 A�%6 and so on� 

 d< '6  !'6 &'6 /'6 and so on� 

 e< �'6 !(6  %�6 -%6 and so on� 

 

�� Given the following pattern$ &6  �-6 �%6 !!6 and so on 

 a< Determine the next three terms 

 b< Write down your conjecture about the pattern 

 c< Determine the formula for the above pattern 

 d< Will the terms in this pattern always be a multiple of !� Why do you think so�  

 

!� Given the following pattern$ ��6 .6 �6 A!6 and so on 

 a< Determine the next three terms 

 b< Write down your conjecture about the pattern 

 c< Determine the formula for the pattern� 

 d< What is the value of the term in the �(th position� 

 

%� Susie joins facebook and finds & friends she knows� on the second day she adds 

another % friends� If she continues to add % friends everyday� determine$ 

 a< The first - terms in the pattern 

 b< The formula for the number of friends Susie has per day� 

 c< How many friends will Susie have on the �-th day�  

 d< On what day will Susie have !' friends�  

 

-� Ahmed’s mom gives him R��( pocket money� If he spends R!( every day� determine$ 

 a< How much money he has for the first % days 

 b< the formula for the pattern 



 c< On what day Ahmed will have no more money ;hint R(<�  

 d< Do you think Ahmed can continue to spend R!( every day� Why do you think  

so� 

 

&� Jack and Jill are SMSAing each other� On the first day Jack sends Jill �� messages� The 

next day he sends �' messages� and then the next day he sends %% messages�  

a< If Jack continues in this pattern� how many sms’s will he send on the fourth and 

fifth day� 

b< Determine a formula for the number of sms’s Jack sends per day�  

c< How many sms’s will Jack send Jill on the �%th day� 

d< On which day will Jack send Jill !&% sms’s�  

 

.� Bobby is a soccer player� He finds that after � hour of practice he can get � goal in� after 

� hours of practice he gets ! goals in and after ! hours of practice he gets - goals in�  

 a< Continue the pattern for %� - and & hours of practice� 

 b< Write down your conjecture� 

 c< Write down a formula for the above pattern� 

 d< How many goals will Bobby score if he practices for �. hours� 

 e< How many hours did Bobby practice if he scored �� goals�  

 f< If Bobby needs to score a minimum of !( goals� how many hours would he need  

to spend practicing�  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Answers for Activities 

 

Activity � 

�� a< !- %� %. -! -/ &- .� 

          )&      )&      )& 

  Conjecture$ You add & to the previous term in order to get the next term� 

 

 b< %' �% �� & ! 
	

�
 

	

�
 

         H�     H �     H � 

  Conjecture$ You divide each previous term by � to get the next term 

 

 c< �� �! % A- A�% A�! A!� 

           A/      A/       A/ 

  Conjecture$ You subtract / from the previous term to get to the next term� 

 

 d< �  % ' �% �� !� %% 

      )�      )%     )&       )'     )�(     )�� 

  Conjecture$ You add the next consecutive even number to the previous term in  

order to get the next term�  

 

 e< % �� !& �(' !�% /.� � /�& 

           x!      x!       x! 

  Conjecture$ Multiply the previous term by ! to get the next term� 

 

 f< �(� ��� �%� �&� �'� �(� ��� 

         )�(    )�(     )�( 

  Conjecture$ Add twenty to the previous term to get the next term�  

 

 g< �  % / �& �- !& %/ 

Conjecture$ the terms are perfect squares : each new term is the next perfect 

square in the sequence�  



 h< 15
�

�
 15

�

�
 14

	

�
 14 13

�

�
 12

�

�
 12

�

�
 

          −
	

�
       −

	

�
     −

	

�
  

  Conjecture$ subtract 
	

�
 from the previous term to get the next term�  

 

 i< ! & �� �' �. !' -� 

Conjecture$ add � to the next perfect square in the sequence to get the next 

term� 

 

 j< � ' �. &% ��- ��& !%! 

Conjecture$ each term is a perfect cube → to find the next term determine the 

next perfect cube in the sequence�  

 

�� a< linear     b< geometric 

 c< linear     d< other 

 e< geometric    f< linear 

 g< other     h< linear 

 i< other     j< other 

 

Activity � 

 

�� a< ! . �� �-  b< - �� �. �! 

     )%       )%       )%        )&      )&      )& 

 

  T , dn )b     T, dn )b 

  ! , %;�< )b     - , &;�< )b 

  A� , b      A� , b 

 

  ∴ T, %n : �      T, &n : �  

 

  

 



 c< �- �� A� A�%  d< ' !' &' /' 

      A�!     A�!     A�!       )!(     )!(    )!( 

 

  T, dn )b     T , dn )b 

  �- , A�!;�< )b     ' , !(;�< )b 

  !' , b      A�� , b 

 

  ∴ T, A�!n )!'     ∴ T, !(n A�� 

 

 e< �' !( %� -% 

      )��     )��    )�� 

 

  T, dn )b 

  �' , ��;�< )b 

  & , b    ∴ T, ��n )& 

 

�� & �- �% !! 

 a< %� -� &( ;adding /< 

 b< add / to each previous term to get the next term 

 c< T , dn )b 

  &, /;�< )b 

  A! , b 

   ∴ T, /n A! 

d< Yes because /n : ! can be divided by ! with no remainders� ∴ each term will be 

a multiple of !� 

 

!� �� . � A! 

 a< A' A�! A�' 

 b< subtract - from the previous term to get the next term 

 

 



 c< T , dn )b    d< T , A-;�(< )�. 

  �� , A-;�< )b     T , A-( )�. 

  �. , b      T , A!! 

  ∴ T, A-n )�. 

  

%� a< & �( �% �' �� 

 b< T , dn )b 

  & , %;�< )b 

  � , b 

    ∴ T, %n )� 

 c< T , %;�-< )� 

  T , �(( )� 

  T , �(� Susie will have �(� friends on the �-th day� 

 

 d< !' , %n )� 

  !& , %n 

  / , n  Susie will have !' friends on the /th day 

 

-� a< ��( �'( �-( ��( 

 b< T , dn )b 

  ��( , A!(;�< )b 

  �%( , b 

    ∴ T , A!(n )�%( 

 c< ( , A!(n )�%( 

  A�%( , A!(n 

  ', n  Ahmed will have no money on the 'th day� 

 

 d< No� he will run out of money after ' days�  

&� a< �� �' %%   b< T , dn )b 

  %th day , &(     �� , �&;�< )b 

  -th day , .&     A% , b   ∴ T , �&n : %  



 c< T , �&;�%< : %  

  T , ��% A% 

  T , ��(  Jack will send ��( sms’s on the �%th day 

 

 d< !&% , �&n : %  

  !&' , �&n 

  �! ,n   Jacks sends !&% sms’s on the �!rd day�  

 

.� a< . / �� 

 b< for every hour more that Bobby practices he scores � more goals� 

 c< T , dn )b 

  � , �;�< )b 

  A� , b 

    ∴ T , �n : �  

 d< T , �;�.< : �    e< �� , �n A� 

  T , !% A�     �� , �n 

  T , !!      �� , n  

Bobby would score !! goals   Bobby practiced for �� hours 

 

 f< !( , �n A� 

  !� , �n 

15
�

�
 , n Bobby would need to practice for at least �& hours in order to 

score more than !( goals�  


